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Using Spanning Graphs for Efficient
Image Registration
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Abstract—We provide a detailed analysis of the use of minimal
spanning graphs as an alignment method for registering multimodal images. This yields an efficient graph theoretic algorithm
that, for the first time, jointly estimates both an alignment measure and a viable descent direction with respect to a parameterized
class of spatial transformations. We also show how prior information about the interimage modality relationship from prealigned
image pairs can be incorporated into the graph-based algorithm. A
comparison of the graph theoretic alignment measure is provided
with more traditional measures based on plug-in entropy estimators. This highlights previously unrecognized similarities between
these two registration methods. Our analysis gives additional insight into the tradeoffs the graph-based algorithm is making and
how these will manifest themselves in the registration algorithm’s
performance.
Index Terms—Entropy, estimation, image registration.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PRIOR WORK
MAGE registration is the process of bringing images into
spatial alignment. This is often a critical precurser to fusing
information and identifying dependence. If the images are
obtained through different sensing modalities, the problem is
called multimodal. There are two forms of uncertainty involved
in this form of registration: uncertainty in the modal relationship
and uncertainty in the spatial alignment. Registration attempts
to reduce uncertainty in the spatial alignment and in the process
also reduces the uncertainty in the modal relationship. The
wide range of registration applications has resulted in many
proposed solutions; see, for example, [10] and [18].
Generally speaking, a registration method comprises of three
coupled components: an alignment measure that quantifies the
quality of spatial alignment, a group of spatial transformations that defines the possible alignments, and an optimization
scheme that searches the group for the transformation that
optimizes the alignment measure.
Our work focuses on an alignment measure based on certain
minimal graphs. This approach is in turn motivated by the wide
use of entropy and related quantities as multimodal image alignment measures [7], [21]. Mutual information of pixel intensity
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values has been the most popular entropic measure [26], [17].
Variations of this measure, such as normalized mutual information [24], mutual information of gradient-based features [3], and
mutual information combined with a gradient term [20], have
also been studied. More recently, Rényi entropy has also been
applied to image registration [1], [11], [19], [23], [27], [28]. For
a detailed survey of information-theoretic image registration approaches, see [21].
Motivated by the use of entropic alignment measures, in [12],
Hero et al. propose to use minimal graphs to obtain a direct estimate of Rényi entropy and define an alignment measure. However, it is not clear how to efficiently search over the transformation space for the optimum of such graph-based measures, since
they are nondifferentiable.
One of the main contributions of this paper is an analysis of
minimal graph alignment measures and the joint determination
of both the alignment measure and a descent direction with respect to alignment parameters. In particular, we show how to
efficiently use this descent direction for fast optimization.
To benchmark our graph theoretic registration method, we
provide a comparison with image registration methods based on
plug-in estimators of entropy. In a “plug-in” entropy estimator
[2], the probability distribution underlying the data is estimated
[8] (e.g., using Parzen windowing or histograms) and used in
the entropy formula to obtain an entropy estimate. Provided a
suitable density estimator is employed, it is relatively straightforward using this method to also obtain the gradient of the entropy estimate with respect to a vector of registration parameters.
We obtain closed-form expressions for a descent direction
of the minimal entropic graph estimator and compare this with
those for the gradient of plug-in methods. This approach leads to
some interesting insights on how the different estimators weight
the data and some predictions of likely performance.
An additional problem in multimodal registration is how to
incorporate prior knowledge about the modal relationship. This
prior knowledge may take the form of aligned image pairs from
earlier in a sequence of registration problems or may come from
a set of training examples. Leventon et al. [15] proposed estimating the underlying joint prior intensity distribution of registered image pairs using training data and then employing a
maximum likelihood (ML) approach to define the alignment
measure for new image pairs. Subsequently, Chung et al. [5]
proposed to measure the quality of registration using the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between the joint intensity distribution of prealigned data (training pdf) and of the new images
(test pdf). Registration is then accomplished by minimizing this
KL divergence, which was shown to be superior to [15]’s ML
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approach. The KL divergence approach was recently extended
to nonrigid image registration in [9]. Alternatively, [16] proposes to employ the Jensen–Shannon (JS) divergence to quantify the discrepancy between the training and test pdfs. These
studies indicate experimentally that incorporating prior information can produce a registration function with a wider basin
of attraction, making the algorithm more robust to initialization
and reducing the time required to achieve registration.
Our second main contribution is to incorporate prior information within the graph theoretic image registration framework.
Our method employs the Jensen–Rényi (JR) divergence [27] to
define an alignment measure based on the discrepancy between
the training and test pdfs. This is similar to the KL and JS divergence approaches of [5], [9], and [16]. We then estimate the JR
divergence-based alignment measure using an entropic graph.
Interestingly, this measure is a natural extension of the original
entropic graph measure that only uses the test images.
In summary, our main contributions are to explore and expand
the use of minimal entropic graphs as an alignment measure, to
develop efficient descent-based optimization methods for these
minimum entropic graphs, to compare this method both analytically and experimentally with popular plug-in estimators, and
to develop methods for incorporating prior information into the
entropic graph-based registration framework.
II. BACKGROUND: ENTROPY AND IMAGE REGISTRATION
The basic idea behind the use of entropic measures for
multimodal image alignment is that when two images,
(where is typically 2 or 3), are spatially aligned, there is a strong statistical dependence between
corresponding pixel values. This is captured, for example, in the
joint entropy (or a related measure, e.g., mutual information) of
. Thus, image registration can
the paired pixel process
be posed as the following optimization problem:
(1)
is a spatial transformation and is an estiwhere
mate of an entropic measure, e.g., Shannon’s entropy. Note that
this formulation requires the joint entropy of the paired process
given by
to be estimated from the samples of
the current alignment of the images determined by
.
In this paper, we explore different estimators of the -Rényi
entropy [defined in the following section in (3)] as alignment measures. This is similar to Shannon’s entropy-based
approaches, such as mutual information. In these algorithms
nonparametric estimation is usually the weapon of choice. The
so-called “plug-in” entropy estimator [2] is the most popular
technique and can be straightforwardly applied to estimate
various information theoretic quantities. It is a two-step process
based on estimating the pdf of the observed samples (using
e.g., Parzen windowing or histograms) and then plugging this
estimate into the expression for the entropic measure [21]. The
second step requires the evaluation of an expectation, which is
usually achieved with an approximation.
Alternatively, an estimate of an entopic measure can be obtained by using so-called entropic graphs [12]. These estimates
are based on computing a minimal graph on a set of samples.
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A monotonic function of the total edge length of the minimal
graph then provides a direct estimate of the underlying Rényi
entropy.
In the following subsections, we provide some additional
background on these two forms of entropy estimators.
A. Plug-In Estimators
be a random variable with the pdf
and let
be a set of independent samples of . Our
goal is to estimate its entropy given the set of samples .
We first use a Parzen-window estimator [8] to estimate the
density of from its samples
Let

(2)
where
is a continuous density. This estimator corresponds to using a “blurred” histogram as an estimate of the
underlying pdf. Note that additional conditions on determine
the convergence rate of this estimator and in practice most kernel
.
functions are selected to be symmetric, i.e.,
Using the above density estimate, we then evaluate the expression for the desired entropic quantity, which requires the
evaluation of an expectation. Two approaches have been used
to compute this expectation. The first uses a sample mean and
was employed by Viola et al. in [26]. For example, the -Rényi
entropy of is defined as
(3)
and
denotes expectation. This formula can be
where
expressed in terms of the -information potential
(4)
. An estimate of the -inforas
mation potential can be obtained from i.i.d. samples of using
and a sample
a Parzen-window estimator of the density
mean approximation of the expectation. This yields

(5)
We have chosen this particular example because it will be useful
in our later analysis.
The second approach to evaluating the expectation, a histogram-based method, approximates the infinite integral in the
expectation using a finite sum [25]. If we ignore the nonlinearity
introduced by “binning” and impose some conditions on , the
histogram-based estimate can be thought of as an approximation
of the sample mean estimate. For example, in the case of estidenote the hismating the information potential, let
denote the sample mean estogram-based estimate and
, where
is a quantimate. Then
tizer.
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Suppose the class of spatial transformations
for registration is parameterized by
let

to be used
and

. Based on (1), image registration

denote a graph in
and let
of minimal -weight. Note that
may not be unique.
These constructions are of interest since they yield an
be a random variable
estimate of -Rényi entropy. Let
with Lebesgue density
and let
taking values in
be a set of independent samples of . Let
and set

(7)

(13)

(6)
where is a finite subset of
can be formulated as

. This optimization can be solved using a
for some
gradient-descent type strategy, where the derivative of the alignment measure with respect to the transformation parameters is
computed.
For a vector , let denote the th component of and
denote the gradient w.r.t. . Using the chain rule, the gradient
of a similarity measure can be written in the following form:
(8)
where denotes transposition. The first term in the summation
is a 2-D gradient vector of the alignment measure with respect
-dimensional
to sample values. The second term is the
Jacobian matrix of the sample value with respect to the transformation parameters. Its value depends on the images, the interpolation method and the geometric transformation, but not on
the alignment measure. Hence, the first term is of particular interest when comparing different alignment measures.
An advantage of the sample mean plug-in estimator is that it
is readily differentiated. The gradient of (5) with respect to
can be written as

Hero et al. [13] show that, for all
is a strongly consistent estimator of
,
where is a constant that depends on the topological constraint
, and the parameter , but not on . These results are based
on the general framework developed in [22], which provides
convergence results for some Euclidean length functionals of
specific graphs.
A corresponding graph-theoretic estimate of the information potential is
(14)

(9)

Now we come to an important point: the entropic graph estimator is not differentiable (see Lemma 2 in appendix for details). This was thought to be a major disadvantage of using
these estimators for image registration. We can illustrate the
nondifferentiability using spanning trees as the topological constraint. Consider the vertex set
with edges and
and
parameterized lengths:
. It is easy to show that at
, the MST conand
, whereas at
and
belong to
sists of
the MST. Thus,
and
. Since
the left and right derivatives are not equal, the derivative of the
. This is the starting point of
MST weight does not exist at
our investigation.

(10)

III. DESCENT DIRECTION FOR THE ENTROPIC
GRAPH ESTIMATOR

where

and
(11)
B. Entropic Graph Estimators
Let
and edge set
length

be a graph with the finite vertex set
. Each edge
has Euclidean
. For
, the -weight of
is
.
Let
denote the family of graphs conforming to a
and having the common
specified topological constraint
might, for example, be all spanning trees,
vertex set .
all k-neighbor graphs, all TSP graphs, etc. We assume that is
fixed and will not explicitly indicate it henceforth.
, define the minimal
For a fixed family of graphs
-weight of
to be
(12)

In this section, we show that the gradient of the -weight of
is a descent direction for the
any of the minimal graphs
-weight
given by (12). This result can be used to efficiently
optimize the entropic graph estimator.
Let us consider a family of entropic graphs on these points
in
(e.g., MSTs) and find the minimal weight graph
this class. Similar to (7) and based on (1) and (14), we can emas an alignment
ploy the corresponding weight
measure and formulate registration as
(15)
.
for some , where and are related as
We assume (for simplicity of notation) that the cardinality of
does not depend on . Hence, as we change , the
the set
and, in general, the topology
points in move around in
of a minimal graph changes as does its weight. The fact that the
topology of a minimal graph changes is precisely what leads to
the problem of nondifferentiability.
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Suppose that we have
, a minimal graph
and
at alignment . Now let us fix the graph
its weight
and consider the gradient of the weight of
with respect to
at . This yields the following result.
be a unit vector that satisfies
Theorem 1: Let
(16)
Then there exists
such that
for
all
.
Proof: If (16) exists and is negative, by vector calculus
such that
there exists
(17)
for all

. By definition, we have
(18)

Hence, combining (17) and (18), we get
.
Choose a minimal graph
. Define

(19)
the steepest descent direction for the chosen
. It is easy
satisfies the conto see that, when nonzero and finite,
. Note
dition in (16) and, therefore, is a descent direction for
that, if zero length edges exist, i.e., some sample values coin, then (19) does not exist and (16) is never satcide, and
isfied. In practice, the direction we choose for this problematic
case is
(20)
which is the steepest descent direction for the graph that excludes the zero-length edges, i.e., the minimal graph on the
, when
exists and is fiunique samples. Note that
nite.
More complex schemes for finding a descent direction are
and
also possible, e.g., selecting several minimal graphs
averaging the corresponding descent directions. However, we
focus our analysis on the descent direction obtained from one
of the minimal entropic graphs . Correspondingly, for a fixed
, we define the pseudo-gradient,
, of the entropic graph estimate of the -information potential,
(14)
w.r.t. as
(21)
where
(22)
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is the network weight and

if
else

(23)

is the sample pair attraction.
is the adjacency matrix of the
th
graph , which contains the topology information. The
is the number of edges connecting vertices
entry
and . For example, if samples and
are connected in the
, then
minimum spanning tree (MST) of
, since in an MST there is only one edge between connected
vertices. Note, we have put both the gradient of the sample mean
plug-in estimator (9)–(11) and descent direction (pseudo-gradient) of the entropic graph estimator (21)–(23) into a common
comparative form involving a pairwise attraction and a corresponding network weight.
IV. COMPARISON: ENTROPIC GRAPH ESTIMATOR
VERSUS PLUG-IN ESTIMATOR
In this section, we compare the “gradient” expressions for the
two entropy estimators. This analysis provides some useful insights on the performance of registration algorithms formulated
similar to (7) and (15) which use entropy estimators and their
“gradients.” The optimization problem is typically solved with
an iterative descent scheme. The transformation parameters are
, where
updated as
is a step size,
is the sample pair attraction,
is the network
is the gradient of the th sample w.r.t the transforweight,
is the value of at the th iteration.
mation parameters, and
and
are summarized for the two entropy estimators in
Table I. Their product represents the influence of this sample
pair interaction on the total gradient. In the remainder, we use
as defined in (6), i.e., a set of intensity sample pairs from the
two images at an alignment determined by the transformation
. Also, to keep the discussion clear, we make
parameters
the following practical assumptions.
• The kernel used for the plug-in estimator is a 2-D separable
, where
is a zero
Gaussian,
mean Gaussian with variance .
• The family of spanning tree graphs is used to compute a
minimal entropic graph. Note that an MST has a 0–1 adjafor all
.
cency matrix, i.e.,
A. Plug-In Estimator
First, let us consider the sample mean plug-in estimator. The
computation time of the estimator and its gradient is
,
is the total number of samples.1 Fig. 1 shows the atwhere
acting on a sample as a function
traction field magnitude
. With the plug-in estimator, the attraction
of distance
field does not depend on , but the network weight does. Also,
the attractive force between two samples is zero when they coincide, achieves a maximum value at a close distance and becomes negligible when they are far apart.
1Some practical entropy-based registration algorithms employ histogram-based fast approximations of the plug-in estimate. Assuming the
number of histograms is (
), this entropy estimate has a computational
complexity of (
). Note
1 and typically around 1/3.

ON

ON

m<
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE INFLUENCE OF SAMPLE PAIR (s AND s ) INTERACTIONS
IS THE UNIT VECTOR
ON THE UPDATE EQUATION. NOTE c = 1=2 AND u
POINTING FROM s TO s

and monotonically decreases at a slower pace than the plug-in
,
estimator as one moves away from the origin. When
however, it is zero at the origin and monotonically increases as
one moves away. The network effect, on the other hand, is either
1, if the two samples are connected in the minimal graph; or 0,
otherwise. Thus, only a small subset of the sample pair interactions actually influence the gradient.
C. Samples, Gradients, and Image Registration

Fig. 1. Attraction field magnitude profiles as a function of distance from
sample. The profiles have been normalized so that their maximum value is
1. Notice the very different profiles for different alpha values in the entropic
graph estimator. For alpha greater than 0.5, it diverges to plus infinity as one
approaches the origin.

To analyze the network effect consider a cluster of points,
where a cluster can be thought of as a set of points within a
denote the mean value
relatively small diameter. Let and
and number of samples within the cluster, respectively. The total
net force2 generated by this cluster and acting on a sample is
approximately

where
is the unit vector pointing from the sample to the
are independent samcluster center . Assuming all
, by the law of large
ples of a sufficiently smooth density
and the total net force is approximately
numbers
proportional to
(24)
where
is the
total network weight between a cluster and a point. Note that
is a monotonically increasing function of
when
, and a monotonically decreasing function of
. Thus,
we observe that low probability samples are attracted to high
probability, i.e., more crowded, clusters with a force increasing
with the number of samples in the cluster.
B. Entropic Graphs
.
The computation time of the MST estimator is
One advantage of this estimator is that once the MST is computed, the computation of the gradient for any value is
and negligible in practice. As intersample distance
approaches zero, the sample pair attraction
diverges to
for
, but converges to 0 for
. Fig. 1 shows
the attraction field magnitude profiles for the entropic graph es, the attractimator with three different values. When
tion field achieves arbitrarily large magnitudes around the origin
2Net

force equals attraction force times network weight.

When digital images are uniformly sampled, coarse structures typically have a large representation, whereas fine detail
structures are weakly represented. Thus, with a pair of images,
sample clusters typically correspond to partially overlapping
coarse image structures. Outliers, i.e., isolated samples that
don’t belong to a cluster, are usually due to a misaligned region,
a point that has no correspondence, or noise. The goal of a
registration algorithm can be viewed as “to pull in” outliers
toward reliable clusters. Lacking any other useful information,
it is natural to trust clusters rather than outliers when driving
the registration algorithm.
At bad image alignment, we expect samples from fine detail structures to have arbitrarily scattered values. In an entropic
graph estimator, by weighting shorter edges more heavily (with
), clusters of points drive the algorithm. However, for
a given sample, the entropic graph estimator relies on a small
subset of its neighbors, ignoring other samples. This is potentially too aggressive. On the other hand, in the plug-in estimator,
all sample pair attractions are taken into account, and for a given
sample the attractions to different clusters are weighted averaged (24), where the weights are proportional to the number of
samples within the cluster and the inverse of the distance to that
cluster. This observation leads to the following interpretation:
the number of samples within a cluster is used as a measure of
confidence about these samples being from a correctly aligned
region and samples are “pulled into” local high probability regions. Based on this interpretation, we expect the plug-in estimator to be more robust against bad initialization.
On the other hand, the lower computational complexity of
the entropic graph estimator makes this approach attractive for
applications where speed is of concern. These predictions are
empirically tested in Section VII.
V. IMPLEMENTATION OF AN MST ALIGNMENT MEASURE
In our implementation, we employ spanning trees as
. The alignment measure
the entropic graph family
is the minimum spanning tree (MST) weight function
. We employ Kruskal’s algorithm preceded by a Delaunay triangulation to compute the
MST. The computational complexity of this implementation
, where
is the number of samples. Extension
is
of these ideas to other entropic graphs, e.g., TSP, Steiner tree,
nearest neighbor graphs, etc., is also possible.
is the atIn the entropic graph estimator, only with
tractive field’s magnitude decreasing as one moves away from
the origin (see Fig. 1). Thus, consistent with our decision to trust
in our implementation. However,
clusters, we choose
, very close samples undesirably dominate the comfor
putation of the function gradient (21). Hence, we apply a hard
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threshold on
(23) and assign a zero value when
is
smaller than some small tolerance value. This threshold roughly
corresponds to the width of the Gaussian kernel used in the
plug-in estimator.
values closer to 1
Experimental evidence suggests that
values,
yield better registration accuracy, whereas smaller
i.e., closer to 0.5, yield a wider capture range. In our impleand gradually
mentation, we start the algorithm with
increase to 0.9. To minimize the chance of getting trapped in
local optima, we employ a multiresolution pyramid scheme,
where the algorithm starts at a coarse resolution and works
its way up to the finest resolution. At each level, the initial
alignment is obtained from the result of the previous level. In
addition, we use quantization within each level to aggregate information. Image intensity values are quantized, initially using
a small number of quantization levels. Note that this approach
leads to a significant amount of coinciding samples. To handle
this issue, we compute the MST over the unique sample set
and replace the sample gradient with the average gradient of
coinciding samples. The number of quantization levels is then
gradually increased. An advantage of this multiscale quantization approach is the speed-up of the MST computation. Our
experiments suggest that the scheme also increases the capture
range. Similar to [26], we employ a stochastic gradient descent
optimization strategy, where at each iteration a random selection
of less than 1% of the pixels is used to approximate the gradient.
A software package that contains this implementation is freely
available at: http://people.csail.mit.edu/msabuncu/sw/mst/.
VI. INCORPORATING PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
In this section, we present a method to incorporate prior
knowledge about the modality relationship from prealigned
image pairs into the MST-based registration algorithm. The
goal is to improve the performance of the registration algorithm. These prealigned images can be provided by an expert
as a training set or one can use previously registered image
pairs within an image sequence. The modality relationship
is assumed to be invariant across all image pairs and, hence,
information about the modality relationship gained from prior
alignments is useful in the registration of new images.
Our approach is parallel to [5], [9], and [16], where the alignment measure is defined using an information-theoretic divergence to quantify the discrepancy between the intensity distribution of the images to be aligned (test) and the prealigned training
image pair(s). In [16], the authors propose the employment of
the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD). Compared to the popular
KL divergence, JSD has the advantage of being symmetric and
well-defined for zero-probability regions. In this paper, we investigate a generalization of JSD, namely the Jensen-Rényi divergence (JRD) as an alignment measure.
JRD was used for mono-modal image registration in [11] and
[28], while [1] extended its usage to a multimodal application.
In these approaches, JRD is computed between the (1- D, conditional) probabilities of (scalar) pixel intensity values in the
second image conditioned on the intensity values of the first.
This can be viewed as a generalization of standard mutual information registration approaches and [28] shows that it is maximized at correct alignment. In [1], the authors propose a nor-
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malization strategy that is successfully applied to the particularly difficult MR-PET registration problem.
We, on the other hand, employ JRD to measure the discrepancy between the (2-D) test joint intensity distribution and prior
distribution from the prealigned images. In this setting, our goal
is to minimize (not maximize) JRD.
JRD is a distance measure between multiple probability disand
and a fixed
tributions. For two distributions
, it is defined as

Since

is concave,
when
and
when
(a.e.).
and
denote two aligned training images from
Let
, asdifferent modalities. For a given test transformation
sume that each pixel intensity value in the image pairs
and
are sets of i.i.d samples
from and , respectively. Then the distance between these
distributions is a useful way of determining the quality of the
current alignment. In particular

(25)
can be employed as a supervised alignment measure that incorporates prior training data.
In practice, however, relying heavily on the prior distribution
to determine the quality of alignment makes the algorithm’s performance sensitive to noise. Also, note the negative marginal
, in (25). This term suggests that in some
entropy term,
may increase the marginal encases decreasing
tropy. Recall that in previous sections we motivated
as
a blind alignment measure, i.e., to evaluate the quality of alignment based only on the test images and the algorithm was to
.
minimize
Based on these observations, we investigate the following hybrid measure that combines the blind and supervised alignment
measures:
(26)
where

are free parameters. Choosing
presents a practical advantage:3 the entropy
of the mixture distribution [i.e., the first term on the right-hand
side of (25)] becomes easily estimable. Moreover,
cancels out the
term in (25). Since
does not
depend on the current alignment, it can be removed from the
objective function. With the chosen weights, the resulting
expression then simplifies to
(27)
which can be estimated using the pooled sample set
. We can assume that the samples in are drawn from a
, where
mixture distribution equal to
. Using the entropic spanning graph estimator
3j 1 j

denotes set cardinality.
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Fig. 5. Axial slices of the Brainweb volumes.
Fig. 2. MSTs of the test sample set and the training sample set (from prealigned
images).

k = 1, see Section VI-A for a deobserved + prealigned images).

Fig. 3. MST and approximate MST (with
scription) of the pooled sample set (from

Let
and
be the edges in the MSTs of
and
,
be the minimum spanning forest (MSF)4
respectively. Let
of the edges that connect samples from
to
.
are a subset of
Theorem 2: The edges in a MST of
.
, it is the longest
Proof: If an edge is not in
edge in a cycle and, thus, by Kruskal’s algorithm, cannot be in
the final MST.
In our implementation, for large training sets, we replace
by the set of edges,
, that connect each sample in
to its
-nearest neighbors in . This approach yields a fast approx. In
imate MST algorithm that uses edges in
our experience, the output tree is a good approximation of the
complete MST (see Fig. 3). This approach reduces the computo
, where
tational complexity from
is the number of training samples.
VII. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
A. Three-Dimensional Simulations

Fig. 4. MST measure versus rotational angle for two cases: (right) with training
samples from a prealigned image pair and (left) no training samples; 3-D images
from the Brainweb [6] data-sets were used. The training image pair was obtained
with a different noise realization.

on the pooled sample set,
, as defined in (12), yields
a consistent estimate of (27) and can be used as an alignment
measure (e.g., see Figs. 2 and 3, where the prealigned images
are a simulated t1-t2 MR image pair [6]; for the test case, the
second image was artificially rotated by 10 ). Since the training
samples are “stationary,” i.e., are independent of the alignment,
they behave like anchors, pulling in the observed samples. This
“anchoring effect” improves the capture range of the algorithm.
Fig. 4 shows the effect on the alignment measure profile. Interestingly, Zöllei and Wells recently presented an approach to incorporate prior knowledge into an information-theoretic framework by pooling the training data with the test data [29]. This result was derived using a probabilistic model and Dirichlet prior.
The final result is strikingly similar to the entropy of the pooled
sample set in (27).
A. Computational Issues
The additional computational load of introducing a large set
of training samples is important. The following theorem indicates that an MST of the training samples, computed offline,
can be used to decrease the computational overhead.

To perform an objective comparison of our algorithms and
other well-known registration methods, we employed a simulated 3-D MR data set [6]. This is a realistic simulation of
three different MR modality images of a healthy subject’s brain:
t1 weighted, t2 weighted, and proton density (pd) weighted.
Fig. 5 shows representative axial slices. All three images are of
181 217 181 (1 mm voxel size) resolution, contain about
5% noise and 20% intensity nonuniformity. Here, we provide
results for five different 3-D rigid registration algorithms.5
• NMI: Histogram-based normalized mutual information
[24] with an implementation of the Nelder–Mead simplex
optimization method [14]. We used [4]’s partial volume
histogramming approach that produced the smoothest
alignment measure profiles and most accurate results.
• JRD: The normalized alignment measure based on the
JR divergence proposed in [1] with the same optimization
and histogramming methods as NMI. Unsurprisingly, this
method yielded very similar results to the JRD-based technique of [28], [11], which are not included.
• RPI: A sample mean-based estimate of the joint Rényi entropy (7). A stochastic gradient descent strategy was employed.
• MST: An MST-based estimate of the joint Rényi entropy
(15). A stochastic gradient descent strategy was employed.
4The MSF of a graph

G

is a union of the MSTs of the connected components.
transformations were parameterized with six parameters: Three
translations and three rotations.
5Rigid-body
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Fig. 6. Average performance of the five algorithms in a good initial alignment scenario. A) Registration accuracy as measured by the average distance between
voxel locations of the transformed grid output by the algorithms and of the grid transformed by the ground truth (in millimeters). B) The mean square intensity
difference between the moving image transformed by the algorithms’ final results and ground truth. C) Run times of single-threaded MEX/Matlab implementations
on a dual-core PC at 2.66 GHz and with 4-GB RAM. Error bars show standard deviations.

• TMST: A trained MST-based alignment measure, which is
an estimate of the entropy of a mixture of the test samples
and training samples (27). The training samples came from
a different noise realization and subvoxel misalignment.
Now, we present registration results for two different scenarios: good and bad initialization, and three modality pairings:
t1-t2, t1-pd, and t2-pd. The random experiments were repeated
100 times for each modality pairing.
We simulated a “ground truth” transformation by indepenfor all
dently drawing from a uniform distribution on
six transformation parameters (in mm for translations, and degrees for rotations). This transformation was then used to warp
the second image which yielded an average initial misalignment
of up to 28 mm per voxel. Fig. 6 summarizes the performance
of all five algorithms for this “good initialization” scenario. We
see that all five algorithms on average achieve subvoxel accuracy (less than 1 mm) and the quality of alignment is comparable (especially, as measured by the mean square intensity
error between the output moving image and ground truth). In
computational speed, however, it is obvious that the stochastic
gradient descent approach [26] yields substantially faster algorithms (RPI, MST, and TMST). There are two reasons for this:
first, the gradient information is used when searching the transformation space and second, at each iteration the algorithm only
uses a fraction (less than 1%) of the total voxels which speeds
up the computation of the alignment measure and its gradient.
Moreover, as predicted, the MST-based algorithm achieves the
fastest registration (with less than 5 s). In the “bad initialization” scenario, the ground truth transformation was generated
by independently drawing the six transformation parameters (in
mm for translations, and degrees for rotations) from a uniform
. This yielded a maximum
distribution on
average initial misalignment of 85 mm per voxel. Our experiments showed that, when an algorithm converged to a correct
result, the performance (in speed and accuracy) was comparable to the results presented for the “good initialization” scenario. However, as expected, not every algorithm converged always to a correct result. Fig. 7 shows the convergence rates
for each algorithm. The convergence rate is defined as the fraction of instances where an algorithm achieved a subvoxel (less
than 1 mm) alignment accuracy. Notice that NMI and RPI converged almost always to the correct result. NMI was initially
proposed as an “overlap-invariant” alignment measure robust to

Fig. 7. Convergence rates: Initialized with a misalignment of up to 85 mm, the
fraction of instances each algorithm output, an alignment of subvoxel accuracy.

bad initial alignments [24]. Also, in Section IV-C, we had theoretically predicted RPI to perform well with bad initialization
since it employed a plug-in based entropy estimator. Another interesting observation that supports our predictions is that, with
training (i.e., by pooling samples from a prealigned image pair),
the convergence rate of the MST algorithm can be improved
substantially (for t2-pd, we observe an increase from 25% to
85%).
B. Three-Dimensional PET-MR Registration
Here, we present a result from a real world application: 3-D
intrapatient MR-PET6 rigid registration using the proposed
MST algorithm. Fig. 8 shows the volumes before and after registration. Visual inspection suggests that the algorithm achieves
voxel-resolution accuracy in aligning these two modalities.
Fig. 9 shows the MSTs computed on pixel intensity values
before and after rigid-body registration. The final result was obtained using a single-threaded MEX/Matlab implementation of
the proposed MST algorithm. The run-time was approximately
2.0 s on a Dual-Core PC at 2.66 GHz and with 4-GB RAM.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated and expanded the employment of Rényi entropy for multimodal image registration. We
developed a common framework where two popular entropy
estimators, namely the plug-in estimator and entropic graph
method, were analytically comparable. This comparison provided valuable insight on how these techniques weight data
which lead to predictions of likely performance when applied
6Both data-sets were re-sampled onto a 128
tration.

2 128 2 128 grid prior to regis-
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Fig. 8. Checkerboard representations of the patient 17 MR and PET data sets (left) before and (right) after EMST-based rigid-body registration: transverse,
sagittal, and coronal views.

Fig. 9. Scatter plots and MSTs for (left) before and (right) after MST-based
rigid-body registration of the patient 17 MR and PET data sets. The average
Euclidean edge length in the MSTs are 0.2145 before registration and 0.1363
after registration.

to image registration. In summary, we expect the plug-in estimator to yield a wider capture range, while the MST-based
algorithm can produce accurate results at higher speeds. These
interpretations were confirmed by experiments. Finally, we
proposed a method for incorporating prior information about
the modality relationship from prealigned image pairs into the
entropic graph-based registration framework. Empirical results
suggest that the employment of this knowledge improves the
capture range of the alignment measure and makes it more
robust against bad initial alignment.
One important point to note is that the presented MST-based
registration framework is extendible to more than two images.
This will potentially allow for efficient group-wise image registration algorithms, where the group alignment measure will be a
function of the MST computed over the samples in a space with
a dimensionality equal to the number of images, not just two.
This extension, we believe, is a promising direction for future
research.

all minimal graphs on . The following lemma states that after
a slight perturbation of the value of a sample in , some of the
current minimal graphs remain as minimal graphs and no other
graph can become a minimal graph.
, there exists an
Lemma 1: For any
such that
, for all
.
Proof: Let
.
. If
for all
Note
in , then using the triangle inequality on each edge, it is
is upper bounded
easy to show that the change in
. Recall that
, since all
. Set
by
. Then
and all
, the change in
for
will be upper bounded by . Thus, if
will not achieve a
smaller than
.
Now, let us look at the partial derivative of a power weighted
edge length,
if
if
if

and
and

for
and
. Note that the derivative does not
. Elsewhere, it is
exist if the samples are coinciding and
well defined.
exists if and only if
Lemma 2: For a
exists and is equal for all
.
Proof: Using the formal definition of the right derivative

APPENDIX
(28)
A. Differentiability of the Entropic Graph Estimate
Let
be a unit vector in

be a set of
. Define

samples in

and
, the set of

Similarly, the left derivative is equal to the maximum of the left
s. Now, consider the two cases.
derivatives among all the
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1)

has a unique value . Then,
exists
. Here,
exists if and only if
for all
the maximum and minimum derivatives are equal for all
.
is not unique, i.e., there are other samples with the same
2)
value. Then it is easy to see that all minimal spanning
s contain at least one zero length edge with
graphs
as an endpoint. If
, then the right and left
and
, respecderivatives of this edge length are
does not exist. If
, the edge
tively. Thus,
length derivatives exist and the argument from 1 holds.
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